Perfectly designed functionality
Ingenious WC Seat with added value

People that need that little bit of help in their daily life will no
longer have to do without stylish designs. Practical, harmonious
and charming – the new “Haromed” WC Seat from Hamberger
Sanitary is presented in all of its perfectly designed functionality.
With a 5 cm higher sitting position, it makes sitting down and
standing up significantly easier, and the optionally available
SoftClose® automatic closing system closes the WC Seat all on
its own with just a simple soft tip. The well-dimensioned
harmonious strap handle integrated into the WC Seat for opening
the lid and a stability handle between the hinges not only make
use especially comfortable and safe, they also provide optical
highlights in jazzy colours on request. Mundane sanitary area
designs were yesterday – the “Haromed” provides stylishly
presented functional details.

You will find more information on this and other added value WC
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Seats on the manufacturer’s website at: www.haro-sanitary.com

Practical additional functions: the “Haromed” design WC Seat

Photograph: Hamberger Sanitary

Hamberger Sanitary GmbH based in Rosenheim near Munich is now the largest manufacturer of
WC seats in Europe and operates production sites in Germany and Bulgaria. Hamberger has been
manufacturing WC seats since 1912. The fact that the company develops its own designs, uses its
own established hinge technology and operates a global logistics network forms the basis for its
success. The company was established back in 1866 and is now managed in the fourth and fifth
generation by Peter Hamberger and his son Dr Peter Hamberger. The company has constantly
acquired new shares of the market and is now the largest manufacturer of thermoset WC seats
anywhere in the world. Around 50% of its products are exported to more than 50 different countries
throughout the world. Further information is available at www.haro-sanitary.com
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